From: Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy  
To: All Chief Petty Officers  

Subj: CHIEF PETTY OFFICER CALL TO ACTION  

1. I spent the first year as your Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy setting the pace for change and communicating that need. As I pivot into the second year in the office, we must see action that drives our desired outcomes. I need every Chief to help drive these outcomes, as you are the lynchpin to this necessary change.

2. In three supporting letters, which will be released over the next several weeks, I will provide detail into each of my priorities (Warfighting Competency, Professional and Personal Development, and Quality of Life), as a “call to action” for each Chief Petty Officer – we need to be actively engaged in the development of our Sailors, as well as their well-being. Each letter will include actionable items for you – as I previously stated, Chiefs must drive outcomes, and not create activity for the sake of activity.

3. I ask that as you read these letters that you take time to exam yourself – to hold yourself accountable, to hold ourselves accountable as a collective Mess, as well as the individual Chiefs within the Mess.

4. Every day we need to invest in our Sailor’s technical training, their education, their physical and emotional health, and the health and safety of them and their families – this is our responsibility as Chief Petty Officers. When we invest in our Sailors, we create effective combat teams; teams that demand the highest standards and do not accept failure.

5. I want to ensure that every Chief understands the focus areas myself, and the rest of the senior enlisted leadership, are working towards so we can continue to be the Navy our Nation needs and expects when our adversaries decide to challenge us. The difference between winning and losing in combat will largely be placed on the backs of Chief Petty Officers.

James M. Honea  
16TH Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy
From: Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy  
To: All Chief Petty Officers  

Subj: CALL TO ACTION: WARFIGHTING COMPETENCY

1. **Every Sailor deserves a Chief Petty Officer that is an expert in their rating and is the technical authority** – a Chief that has a plan for building winning combat teams and executing any and all missions that are assigned. Sailors should trust with the highest confidence that their Chief understands what needs to be done and what it takes to do so. Sailors should know their purpose and how they fit into the command’s mission. They should understand how the command mission supports the objectives of the overall National Defense Strategy.

2. We as Chiefs are very good at taking care of the day-to-day work and routine assignments. We excel at putting out fires and responding to emergencies of all types. Our Navy has some Chiefs that believe that is all that is expected of them. If you are the Chief that comes to work just in time to receive the Plan of the Day, execute the routine schedule and solve problems, you are not meeting the standards of a Chief Petty Officer. Chiefs make time to reflect on their leadership, their teams, and what it will take to develop a clear path to success. They keep their eye on the horizon and look ahead for storm clouds that, because of their wisdom, only they see coming. **Chiefs must think strategically; they must forecast out, find those potential problems, and solve them before they occur.** Chiefs need to plan, and plan early. Chiefs should have a comprehensive watch bill replacement plan. Chiefs need to understand their maintenance, administration, training, and all other things that must be done – they must know when to do it, and how it needs to be done.

3. **A Chief must be without any doubt, the technical expert.** Sailors, both officers and enlisted alike, must believe in their Chief as the ultimate authority on technical information. **Chiefs must embrace a life of continuous learning and impress this upon their Sailors.** Chiefs are relied on to make the right decisions in the execution of our mission. Chiefs must prepare their Sailors – give them the tools, the time and the training necessary to succeed. Teach them. Make technical mastery the #1 priority and reward it – we need warriors that can maintain our platforms, to include themselves, combat ready and operational when casualties occur. Casualties will occur and we must fight our way through them. Find opportunities to continue challenging your Sailors and your teams to not only be qualified – but proficient and confident.

4. Chiefs occupy a privileged position in the Navy and as such, the Navy expects a great deal from its Chiefs. We have much work to do in this area and I need you to look hard at your skills, find the gaps in your knowledge, and shore them up. **Never be satisfied with the status quo** – always look to improve yourself. Let’s get after it!

James M. Honea  
16TH Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy